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HR 

- Dawson took 9 vacation days. 

- Dwayne took 4 sick days. 

Utilities 

- Monthly sewer/well checks and logging on going. 

- Daily morning and afternoon checks and daily data logging on going. 

- Call Before You Dig Requests: 12 

- Weekly bacteriological samples sent in; no positives reported. 

- Ongoing ordering of chemicals and supplies for the water treatment plant. 

- Continued e-mail discussion with Wood Engineering and Erickson Contracting about water plant 

finishing touches and completion. 

- Got one water meter changed over to new Neptune R900 meters. 

- Turned on two water services. 

- Operated one curb stop for inside valve and line work. 

- Rick Dabek and his associates monitored water plant while Dawson was away on holidays.  

Performed weekly bacteriological sampling and mailing it in and double checking Dwyane’s testing 

and log sheets.  Everything seems to have gone smoothly. 

- Feed Valve failure on SKID-A of the RO plant preventing SKID-A from operating.  Working with 

Membrane Specialists and Bert to try and get a replacement.  Unfortunately, being over a year it 

might not be on warranty. 

o Wired in manual bypass with guidance from Motor Controls Inc. so we can run SKID-A 

manually at least. 

- Hydrant appeared to be leaking at 2nd Avenue and Main Street.  Dismantled and repaired it but 

unfortunately it is still leaking.  Have a few more things to test. 

o Plugged drain holes in hydrant; trying to see if hydrant is filling itself or if it’s outside 

source filling the hydrant. 

- Quarterly water meter reads were completed and utility invoices done. 

- Pulled sewer pump at S.L.S. #4 (Carridel Apartments).  Washed the pump and replaced grinder and 

grinder screen.  Checked the pump oil and put pump back into service.  Emptied the basket while 

we were there. 
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Public Works 

- Continued mowing and whipper snipping around our facilities when needed and have time. 

- Fix broken conveyor belt chain on Street Sweeper. 

- Street Sweeper out sweeping. 

- Replaced backup camera on loader with new camera.  Working once again. 

- Replaced a few broken garbage can wheels and exchanged out a couple broken carts. 

- Graded roads and Jeff Trombley reapplied calcium. 

- Trimmed tree blocking stop sign at Ash Avenue. 

- Did some pre-pickup of brown bags earlier in August.  Got about one 3/4 ton truck full. 

- Located front and back survey pins for one side of a property.  Told property owner that we cannot 

do any more as the pins we found are the survey pins and if he wants to confirm or prove us 

wrong he has to call a legal surveyor. 

- Removed clock from front of Town Office to repair.  Working on finding new motor. 

- Organic/Garden Refuse Pickup 

o 5 and a half truck loads taken to organic dump. 

o The odd place still had a plastic bag or plastic hidden inside the piles. 

o One place had clothing/sheets in the pile. 

- Continual cleaning inside and out of vehicles and equipment and cleaning up after projects. 


